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Coveo Named KMWorld Trend Setting
Product Four Years Running
Coveo Wins for Enterprise Search in 2006, 2007, 2008 and 2009

CHICAGO & QUEBEC CITY--(BUSINESS WIRE)-- Coveo, a leading provider of advanced
enterprise search technology and information access solutions for high performance
companies, today announced that its Enterprise Search Platform has been named a Trend-
Setting Product by KMWorld Magazine, for the fourth consecutive year. Coveo also received
a Trend-Setting Product award in each of the preceding years, 2006, 2007 and 2008. The
2009 Trend-Setting Products are announced in the September 2009 edition of KMWorld.

Hugh McKellar, KMWorld editor-in-chief, said, "Coveo Enterprise Search 6.0 was selected by
a panel of judges--including editorial colleagues, analysts, system integrators, vendors
themselves (sometimes even competitive ones), line-of-business managers and users--from
more than 800 products, for its clearly identifiable technology breakthroughs. The Coveo
Enterprise Search 6.0 Platform is an advanced, modular search platform that enables
secure, just-in-time and unified information access and monitoring, regardless of where the
information is stored across enterprise servers, laptops, or within cloud-based applications.
Another first for Coveo Enterprise 6.0 is mobile access to guided search via smartphones."

Coveo President and CEO Laurent Simoneau said, "We are pleased to receive our fourth
consecutive, Trend-Setting Product award from KMWorld. Coveo is committed to innovation,
and we are honored by this recognition each year for helping companies achieve new levels
of performance with Coveo's advanced search technology -we say that Coveo provides
information access at the speed of business."

Coveo Enterprise Search 6.0 provides unprecedented levels of flexibility, self-service
customization, scalability and a connector framework that securely connects to any
structured or unstructured information repository, including voice content, and up to billions
of documents. The platform also enables information monitoring and uses this real-time
information to power dynamic business intelligence dashboards. Coveo Enterprise Search
6.0:

    --  Indexes and dynamically links both structured and unstructured
        information within e-mail servers and archives, intranets, CRM and
        enterprise information systems, social media, databases, web content and
        even voice content from multimedia;
    --  Provides guided navigation through this information--via desktops and
        smartphones--to enable faster, more efficient and productive business
        processes; and
    --  Powers dynamic, business intelligence dashboards and information
        monitoring and alert applications that drive business performance.

The Coveo Enterprise Search 6.0 Platform powers advanced business solutions in areas

http://www.coveo.com/en/products/


such as:

    --  Customer Service and Call Centers
    --  Collaboration and Knowledge Continuity
    --  Investigations & Litigation Support
    --  Sales, eCommerce and Information Publishing
    --  Advanced Search & Information Monitoring

Coveo is at work at more than 600 customers globally to foster better customer experiences,
and increase sales, productivity and collaboration among knowledge workers, including
AmerisourceBergen, CA, Deloitte, DirectBuy, GEICO, ESPN, Haley & Aldrich, Lockheed
Martin, P&G, Progress Software, PRTM, PWC, Rabobank, Spencer Stuart, Theodoor
Gilissen Bankiers N.V., Taubman Centers, Inc. and the U.S. Navy.

About KMWorld

KMWorld (www.kmworld.com) is the leading information provider serving the Knowledge
Management systems market and covers the latest in Content, Document and Knowledge
Management, informing more than 50,000 subscribers about the components and processes
- and subsequent success stories - that together, offer solutions for improving business
performance. KMWorld is a publishing unit of Information Today, Inc. (www.infotoday.com)

About Coveo

Coveo is a leading provider of advanced enterprise search technology and information
access solutions, including mobile search solutions, for high performance businesses.
Coveo solutions are the industry's most modular and scalable, creating the easiest
deployments and lowest total cost of ownership, and yet provide sophisticated functionality
to foster better customer experiences, and increase sales, productivity and collaboration
among knowledge workers. By enabling real-time access to relevant business information,
Coveo search solutions optimize business processes for customer service, information
publishing, ecommerce, collaboration, investigations and litigation support.

Information and video demos are available at www.coveo.com
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